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Affordable
billet rods
Finally, stronger billet rods at a reasonable cost. Some

are hard-to-find at any cost. We’ve also improved on the
popular 4G63/EVO rod by upgrading to larger (stronger)
7/16” bolts for severe boost. All rods are machined from
premium 4340 steel billet and include ARP2000 hardware.
Final honing and assembly is done with the latest Sunnen
technology for unmatched accuracy and correct clearances.
DON’T YOU DESERVE BILLETS?

race h-beam billet rods
for toyota 4AG. .............................................. .$469.00

NEW
ITEMS

race h-beam billet rods
for honda...................................................$469.00
H23, F23/Accord, B20A5 & F22A/B in Stock

Fits 20mm wrist pin

h-beam billet rods
for Mitsubishi................................................ .$495.00

4G63 (Gen2) and EVO 1-8 motors features 7/16” bolts for a
massive increase in strength. Compare to 3/8” bolts used in all
other brands. We include these at no added cost to reduce the
chance of bolt failure in extreme boost applications.

billet main
caps for
2jz motors................................................ .$529.00

Our new billet caps are CNC machined from virgin 4150 billet
steel alloy and properly heat treated to maximum strength
without becoming brittle. No modification needed to install
flanged bearings like other brands. Made in the USA.

I-beam billet rods
for honda B motors..................... .$396.00 SPECIAL

Made for us by one of the best known US rod/crankshaft
manufacturers. Double ribbed cap and side footpads helps
prevent big end distortion and potential oil starvation issues.
Fits B20B, B18A & B18B engines.

new pro series cams
for honda vtec b16/B18/b20B........ .$445.00

Our own custom grind for VTEC engines with a unique duration design.
Our turbo cam allows the turbocharger to spool up faster. This
creates the mid-range power you need to achieve full engine output
faster. You can’t use all that horsepower until the RPM gets there!

We also stock an N/A grind (all motor or nitrous) that enhances midrange power. More available mid-range torque than other grinds.

bulletproof alloy wrist pins ..... .$125.00 ea.
Quit blaming your pistons and rods for pin failure. Designed
for the professional racer running extreme boost levels. Super
thick to prevent flex, DLC coated for durability, proprietary
aerospace alloy. Tested to 60 PSI. Made in the USA!
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